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ABSTiACT——

This report summarizes the, results of an investigation of the relative,:, .,..1,

fatigi>e behavior of plates with (a) longitudinal, ship w:lds,, (b), reinforced and

unreinforced flame cut openings, and (C) flame cut edges. The specimens, of the

order of 12 to 17 inches wide and 7 feet long,, ‘were constructed from 3/h” Plate.:,.

of semi-killti shipbuilding steel and were subjected to zero-to-tension loading
,, ,,, .

in especially built fatigue testing machines. The stress range generally was

O - 30,000 psi tension,

Specimens with longitudinal welds (total =25 ) were made with either

one, two or three passes on each side , and the weld surface was either as welded,

or ground flush with the plate.

Reinforced holee (total

that the net cross-eectional area

of 4), had a collar insert of dimensions such

across the test piece was equ~valent to that

of the Flat e before cutting the opening, The inserts had either (a) a fillet

weld on each face, or (b) a full penetration weld.

Unreinforced, circular (f+ l/kll

cut either by hand or by machine, or (‘o)

of the holes were (a) as cut, (b) ground

Fatigue control specimens were

dia. ) holes (total of 19) were (a) flame

bored on a vertical mill. The surfaces

smooth, or ‘(c ) heat treated.

flat plates of tensile-coupon shape with

flame cut edges. It is concluded that for a stress range of approximately zero-

to-30,000 psi tension the characteristics of the flame cut edge were not signi-

f icant in determining fatigue life within 500)000 cycles of stress.

In comparison to the control specimene, longitudinal welds showed a

greatly reduced fat igue life. All fatigue fractures start ed in the weld metal

itself, usually in regions of porosity, deep surface ripples, poor root fusion,

etc. Improved fatigue life for specimens with ground weld surfaces indicates



that surface ripples, folds,

The change in width from 1211

All specimens with

(less’ than 30,000 cycles ).

or pits are incipient points of fatigue failure.

to 1611 ,is not believed to b e significant.

reinforced openings had a very short fatigue life

Unreinforced, as cut, openings had a greater fatigue life than the

reinforced openings. tieatuent of the surface by grinding or by heat treatment

markedly increased the fatigue life.
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1. INTRO~iC TION.—.. ——
,,

This report describes an investigation of the relative fatigue behavior,

under zero-t o-t ens ion loads, of c’ertain welded structures having residual stresses

of the nature found in welded ships, The limited knowledge of the effect of

the se factors in producing early fatigue fracture ~ and the occurrence in many

ship’s of structural fractures after short periods of service, led tO the estab-

““li&ment of a subco~t tee of the ‘;~ar metallurgy Committee to formulate a program

for this study of fatigue characteristics of ship welds.

Under OSRD Contract OEMsr-13 82, Cornell University was authorized to

undertake the investigation of llFatigUe Tests of Ship i~eldstl known as prOj ect

NRC-89 . Subsequently, the work was carried on under the auspices of the U. S.

Navy under Contract NObs-31218. Technical advice and assistance was given by

a Project Advis&y CO&itt ee, at first under the l~ar ketallur&y Committee and
,,, ,,

later under’ the Co&ittee on hhip Construction of the NatiOnal Research council.
.,

This “report contains, in addition to the results of recent studies, a

comprehensive review of all the studies on; fa”t~gue b“ehavior n&d”e”at Cornell
,.: ?’ i

under the above contracts. For specific details, appropriate reference is made
,,, ,.. :, :,.. ,,, .,,., ,,. .. ’..’ :,!. ,..

to earlier reports,
,,,, +, ,,, ,,. ,., ,,

Spectien~ with significant geometrical “variations were fatigue tested
,.. ,,., .“ ,’

generally under a n&&al “stress ‘“”ran~e “of O - 30,000 psi tension; a few specimens

were tested at O - 20,000 psi tension. It would have been desirable to employ

a iev’ersed range of ~ 20,000 psi. iiince the specimens were full scale models,

the application of a compressive force was out of question for reasons of bending

or buckling. The’ u2~3 rule”; $!“which states that a stress range of eith~r O -
,, . ,,; ,,, ,., ..

30,000 psi tensiOn or ~ 20,000 psi produces equivalent results, was suggested as
,. ,,!.

a justification of the stress range employed. It was recognized that at stress

... ,: ,,,
,,. ,., .’,.,



raiser points the large

the established elastic

was finally agreed that
,.

the same segregation of
,,

testing sp ectiens under
,, ...

- 2“- . .

upPer limit stress would produce plastic flow affecting

relationship upon which the rule is based. H&ever, it

!Ifatigue tests on a cycle of O to tension would produce

desirable and undesirable designs as obtained when

loads alternating from tension to compression.!!

The type of electrode for all spectiens and the stress range selected
. .

for the repsective test groups were held constant throughout the’ entire investi-

gation. All specimens were made of 3//+1! steel plates - semi-killed shipbuilding,,

steel of ABS quality.
,,?,

The investigation was divided into the following three w j or phases

with all specimens subjected to a cyclic tensile stress.

i.

2.

,.

3.

.,

;: ;;,.

mall control specimens with machine flame cut edges.

Plates with “longitudinal welds ( stressed in the direction of the
.1! 1.:.

weld ) to study comparative fatigue behavior for such variables as:

ground and unground welds~” various number of weld passes (1 to 3 )*-
‘.

variation in width of the spectiens (H l/2!! vs, 16 1/2(1)) two heats
,, .,,

of the same type of steel.
,

Plates with central openings having two main geometrical conditions in
;., ., ‘:::

order to note their relative. efficiency in fatigue.

a-

6’”-

Reinforced rectangular holes - collar insert (welded ) to produce
,: l?,: ~~

a net cross-sectional” area (across the test piece) equivalent to

the original net section before the introduction of the openin,g,,..
,’ 1’, .,!, :, .,, ... . . .

The inserts were secured either with (1) fillet weld, symmetrically
,,. :‘..:, ,’,’, ,,. , ,,~. ,. :.. ‘,,

placed” on each side of the plate , and (2 ) a full penetration weld.
.,, ,, ,,,.~.-’,

Unreinf o“rced circul.a~ holes - in which f urt her sub-divisions of, hole
,,. ,

preparation were studied such as: bored, flame cut by machine or
.’,: ’.,:

by hand, and the removal ( grinding) of the flame cut surface in the

++Throughout this. report the number given as ‘Inumber of weld passes” is the
number of passes made on each side of the symmetrical V-butt weld.
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flame cut holes. “

II. Q;sCRIPTION OF SPJCIW’NS WBSTI~~Q———. ,.

The specmens investigated, w~re of three general types with various

subdivisions as to geometric conditions ~d phys$cal preparations as described

below. All test pieces were constructed from 3/4” thick semi-killed steel of

@$ q~alit> of two heats - identified as IIAN steel and Project Steel ( SR-89 ),

rqspe~tively. ,The mett~ods employed in the construction of the various specimens

is given ,iI,I previous reports and ~, ,Appendices B and, C.

1.., bwitudinal ‘,leld ., ,

Each, ,sppcimeq was formed from two plates (length = 7 Ill!l ) of,.. ,,,

equal width jati~d ,by a symmetrical ‘~Double-.V ~gtt’? ,weld for their

entirq length.. ~,The use of two @if fer.ent ti,dths. Of individual Plates,. !,. ,., .

produced specimens with 11 l/2!t qr 16 1/21), widths in ,the test length.

The procedure for holding the plat~s dqr+,ng yeld~g, type o?, welding

~l:,ctrode,, current,. etc., aqe au dpscribed @ $ppendix B, l]Con-

struction of ‘pecimas, with j:ekimenjlr. , ,,,: , ,,,. ,

a. bpecimens ~ith ,11 1/2(’, ‘.iidt@ ,(FiR. 1~ ,,., ,.

The,se ?pectiens,, .,t,we,nty; -, t%~o,.i.n nvber:, ~~h%g either One,

two or three weld .ps sses on ,each side of’ the p,lates, si+ of
.,. ,.

them with either one or. wj.th,, two ,~~eld pe $$es., On each side, had

the weld+ent ..grournd, flush ..yith the surface, of the plates.

b. ~cimens with 16~211 ‘~tidths ( F~_IQ—— ——-—.

Three specimens of this width, with three weld passes on

each side of the plates were made. No treatment was appkie.~ to
r ,

—-——.
3 - Appendix A, Characteristics of Steels



the weld surface of this group.

2. Center Open-Qgs of Various Geometries
-

These specimens were made from 24!! x 7 ill!! x 3/4!f plates. The

central geometries were symmetrically. located at the intersection of

the transverse and longitudinal center lines of the specimen, (17’!

wide in test length),

a.

b.

Unreinforced Holes (~’i~, 2 ~-— —

‘he 4 l/4ii dia. holes in the nineteen specimens studied were

constructed by several methods (bored, manually flame cut, and

mchine flame cut) ~ Similar openings were given different edge

preparations (hand flame cut and ground, machine flame cut and

ground, and machine flame cut and ,heat treated), The procedure

for the construction of these ,holes, is given in Appendix C ‘fabric-

ation of Specimens with Holes. r!

Reinforced &qles” (Fig, 3), ,,.

Four specimens of this type posses~eci .a, rectangular oollar or
,. ..,. . . . .

ring with rounded corners sympet,r,ically weld,ed at the intersection
,,
of the plate Is center lines. A ,description of. the method of con-

,,,
struction of these specimens has ,been giyefl pre?riously.?-

3. straight’ Specbens with Flame Cut ddges (Fig. 4).

The side edges of ,the fo:~, SM+ll ~pec imens, (2)! width) were mac~ne

flame cut. No other treatment was given to ,th,e edges.,!.

!> ~~~ ‘.,
,..,,

—

* Reference 1, pages 11 - 13

—



III. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

The test results for

appropriate e Tables ~ numbers I -

-5-

each class of specim?ns are sumna.rized in five

V inc. An explawtion of symbols will be found

adjacent,, to Table 1. Pertinent info nsation concerning location of cracks ~ etc.
. .

,,,

are given in the tablee,

,The etress ranges employed, where applicable, are defined as””f ollows:

Average Strees Range:

Critical Stress Range:

, ,,

Local Stress knge: ‘

.,.

Average of stress values computed from strain

measurements at al+ gage points.

‘The etrqs,s co~uted from etrain measurement
,,.

at that gage ,.k.ngth of the specimen for which

thk strain was. greatest,

Average of stress values computed from strain

measu~ements, ,at ~ose gage points ‘nearest fatigue.,.
.,

crack, :and ,o~ t,? ,same face’ of””tfics~ecimen on
,..

which the crack, appears,

All speci.iwms were “radiographer after testing; cracks so detected cannot
:~~”.;,

b.e ~s~igned a value for ficycl&s-to-f rapture)! .,.

The eurf aces of” f a’ti @e cracks ~were ~de available “for examination by

cutting cut a small !Icoupon), of material containing the crack, and pulling the

coupon to fracture in an erdinary testing machine. During this process, a few

surface cracks ( identified by “the “’suffix. YT~?) opened up which were too small to

detect by the oil-light technique during the fatigue test, and were not visible

in the radiograph.’

Phc,t ographs of the “surf ac ea of the cracks, radiographs, and other

gr%phic information for the majority of the specimms are given in previous

reports,
1,2

Illustrations shown in this report, are for specimens recently tested.

1~2 See References.
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1. Fatigye Control Specimens (Table III)
,,

No significant fractures occurre”d in that portion of the metal

surface which was t~ical of machine flanw cutting. The two cracks,
,,.. ,,

which did appear, formed at geometrical discontinuitie s--one in a

deep flame cut notch, the other at a IIdimple!i on the surface of the

plate. Thus, for both the high and low stress ranges employed, the
,,

metal appears to withetand satisfactorily cyclic leading of the nature

investigated. Unfortunately, time did not permit subjecting the last
,,

two specimens to a longer cyclic test until fracture did develop, and

2,

thue to note the relative fatigue behaviour.
... ..,.,

Specimens with Longitudinal Welds
,, .,, ,:.:,,,

The location and illustra~ion of fractures not shown previously
,!, i,

are shown in Figs, 5-7 inc. , Figs. 23-27 inc. , Figs. 35-39 inc.

a. Stress Ra~e of O -30,000 psi. terision (Table 1)—.—. —
,. .,,

‘The following deductions were arrived ‘it principally from previous
,. .,, :,, ,., !,l.,., ~.,: ,:, ,,

study, since only one additional specimen (~3)’ W~S adaed tO this
,, ,.. ,,,,

group since the last report,
,. ,,

(1) Q.E;+,:,,S<.CJ.Q
,., ,,

,! s tucky of t,he number of cracks vs. geometric origin (inside

or surtace of weld, face of specimen--front or back, and in

which genemi region or the test length-upper, middle .m lower

third) does rmt j.ndic.ate any one outstanding source of weakness

in fatigue, Fractures started a: regions of porosity in the

weld, of poor root fusion} and at deep ripples in the ‘wej.d.

surface, This is as one would expect since these local weld

flaws accentuate the stress state,
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With the exception of one specimen, those with ground weld

surfaces, (types AB and AD) had a greater “fatigue life than

those of ,the unt rested groups (AE, DE, and EE). Additional

.studi es would be desirable to de t,ermine “the extent of the

improvement to be expected by the removal “of one source of

incipient failure, i.e. deep weld ripples.

Variation in Weld Pass=

A comparison of the fatigue life for specimens constructed

With one, two and three weld passes cannot be made satisfactorily

because of the several other variables which were unavoidably

present. In the two pass group, M seriee, the plates warped

and tended to close the gap du ning welding, ,msking it difficult

to secure a good weld. A different method of restraint was

employed .f or the three pass grotip, see Appendix B. ‘The AB and

AD series had pocr root fusion. Increased experience with the

E601O elewtrode resulted. in smoother weld surfaces for the one

and three, pas: groups than ..for ‘the two pass grbups ( the first

type cons,truct,:ed). Accordingly,

found to eh ow cons iderably lower

than either tine one or the “th”ree

althtigh the two pass group is

fatigue life ( see Table I)

pass groups, “the lower fatigue

life is not believed to be related principally to the number of

passes.

The results given in Table II for specimens AA.6, JI-4 and

DE-3, could be interpreted to indicate a relationship between

fatigue life and number of weld passes, These specimens were

constructed in identical fashion except for the number of weld

passes. However, the fact that the two pass specimen, AA-6,
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fractured at the lowest number of cycles for any of the three

specimens s&y well be quite accidental; many more tests would

be required to establish the effect of a variation in number of

weld passes.

b. Stress Range of O - 20,000 psi. tension ( Table 11~

Three specimens were tested at the above stress rmnge; the

fourth one at a stress-range of 0-17,300 psi. tension after it

had experienced a certain amount of over-load.

For comparative purposes, the 3 - pass specimens K&h (11~” )

and DE-3 (16@ ) may be grouped, since the fatigue behaviour

of the longitudinal weld was found in earlier tests to be

independent of specimen width for the two widths tested (115 vs.

16*” ). The third specimen of the 3-pass type, AE-3 was initially

overstressed,+$ and thsn cyclically loaded below the nominal

stress range of O - 20,000 psi. Since under such loading

conditions the residual stress pat~ern would be different and
,,, ,

less severe than the efisting stress state in the two correspond-

ing specimens,, a true comparison with the, former two specimens

cannot be made.

Of all the longitudinal welded specimens investigated, the

three specimens AE-3, AE-4 and DE-3, experienced the longest

“cyclic service without significant fractures--DE-3 had a small

arrested crack. Therefore, the endurance limit for this pa,rtic-

‘ular 3-pass type of weld lies in the approx.irrrate. region of the

stress “rfiges employed.,,, ,,,

.

+$ Appendix F
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It is interesting to note that the only visible crack among

the lower stressed test pieces formed in the 2-pass specimen

(AA-6), It eee~ advisable to investigate ftither the 2-pass

tfie at a stress range of O - 20,000 psi teneion in order to

cleterrnine if this indication of less satisfactory service would

become a definite trend.

3. Specikens with Openings

{a; Un-reinforced holes

,,.

The fatigue eeeults of all specimens with unreinforced

openings of 4* inch diameter are listed in Table V. Obvi ou S1 y,

all fractures occurred on or close to the transverse center line

of the specimen; the exact location and details of. the fractures

for specimens not previously reported are shown in Figs. 9 to 20,

inc. ,“ and certain p+rt<nent and typical fractures ars shcn?n by
,,

photographs Figo. 28 to 31+, inc.
,.,

Witi.. ‘the exception of the F.M group, the f a.tigue life of the

spe’cim’ns iq. the, respective groups are satisfyingly consistent.

A”relative study of the FA (hand flame cut) and FD (machine

flame cut ) groupe proves the superiority of the latter; evidently

the more irregular surface gecmetry of the hand flame cut hole, as

compared to the machine flame cut surface,’ ”marke.dly lowers the

fatigue life of such openings. The reader may gain some idea of

the clia?acteristics of these surfaces by comparing Figs. 28 and 29

with Figs. 2 ,and 32.

A c ompanis.on ,of the fatigue behaviour of the epecimens with

ground surface,s with ,,,thcs e having unground eurfaces of the flame

cut ‘hole, illust:~tes the harmful effect of the as-cut surface for,,,

,,
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both the machine and hand flame cut groups. It is interesting

to note that removal by shs.llow grinding of the rough metal

surf ace ‘in both”” the hand and math ine flame cut groups ( FB and FE

respectively) appears to produce for all practical purposes equiva-

lent’ life in the two oases.’ Although only one specimen of the

ground, machine flame cut hOle (FE) was tested, this abOve reeult

is in general agreement with the results of studies of flame cut

5 The greater depth of heat affected metalsurfaces made elsewhere.

,.

r-- -, ,,, .,
See Reference

(because of longer cutting time, ref. 5) in the hand flame cut

group would appear, from the results hereiy, to be of much less

significance than the change in surface geometry.

However, there are fattors other than surface geometry which

appear to be of considerable slgriificance in rklation to the

fatigue life under the present test conditions. The hardness of

the metal increases very rapidly as the ‘“”flam~’’cut’’ eurface is

approached; (Appentix E ‘arid ref er~nc~” 5) ~ grifidin~, bY remOving
,,. ,

a portion of the heat af f &cted metal; t%stift s’:~n ‘lower hardness

‘values for the” &rfdce of “the h&2. It’ is known ( see Page 228-s,

ref erc%ce 5 ) that ttie ‘fla[fle cut “edge” ‘is subjected “to residual

stress; pkr~apk” this” “’stress ‘may:’“be”“of’”the o“>der of the yield point

of the material. With these i?ac~dri “in’ mind: “it ““’ii interesting to

exaraine the following “result e. Th&’’heat’ “treatmQnti”’&pplied to the
,,

flame cut holes (FF $pecirneni, Appendix C”)” d“~finitely decreased

the ha&l~e&s* of the mi+tal id~acerit’ to iii ~JO~~~ aria sig:lificantlY

increased their fakigui? life as compared to the ufitreated FD group.

Furthermore, these heat treated hole. ”produce results which compare

favurably ‘to ‘&e FB groiip” (“~and flame cut and” ground) .
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Since groups FD and FF were prepared iri identical mariner,

(machine flame cut), the eurface characteristics of the holes

were similar, see Fig. 31-33, and hence the results obtained are

independent of this faotor. Unfortunately, neither the magnitude

of ths initial residual stresses nor the extent to “which they are

reduced by the heat treatment is known. Microscopic e~mine.tion

( see Figure 22, Appendix H) shows that some decarburization has

taken place’ in the heat treated specimen, but that otherwise the

structure of metal is very similar to that in the other groups.

Hence it may possibly be that the change in fatigue life observed

meY be caused tO a considerable extent by a relief of high residual

stress and thus modification of end points of the stress range.

Some knowledge of the fatigue characteristics for stress ranges

with upper limit at yield point,,.. for specimens crf different hard-

ness, would be of value in this connection.

The FM specimens (machine bored with no heat input) were

selected as the group to possess the best fatigue behavior, and

thus represente the extreme cage for corrparison with the other

types of hole preparation; it was preeumed that these spe ci,mens

would produce the most consistent fatigue values. However, the

spread of fatigue life for the FM group is both unsatisfactory

and puzzling, The results for the FA and FB specimens appear

to eliminate differences in “the inherent properties of the two

eteels as a cause for large spread betwdefi FM-1 and FM-3. Exten-

sive analysis was unsuccessful’” in’ establishing a ‘Iiajor cause for

the wide discrepancies among the fatigue values of the FM specimens.
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Therefore, additional specimens of the FM type must be tested

to establish definitely the fatigue life for this type of edge

preparation.

In the majority of cases the initial fatigue crack, after

forming at one edge of the hole, propagated acrose the inside

surface of the opening to the opposite face of the ep? cimem.

However, the different preparation of the openings affected the

rate at which this inside fracture spread, For all holes in the

as-cut state (heat treated and untreated) the rate of propagation

wae rapid. While the removal of the flame cut. surface decreased

the sped with which the fracture spread, the slowest propagation

was experienced by the machine bored holes (no heat input) . Since

the surf ace finishes of the ground and bored openings were

identical for all practical purposes, the difference in propaga-

tion can only be explained by the possible existence of residual

thermal stress es, and/or meta,llurgi cal changes in the metal, immed-

iately adjacent to inside surface in the group with the ground hole.

The geometrical location of the initial stage of the first

fracture formation at the edges of the hole ( see Table V) indicates

a random origin with respect to the position assumed by the speci-

men in the fatigue machine. However, the initial formation of the

first fatigue crack in each specimen reveals that the majority of

the fractures ( 9 VS. 3) started at one of the tfiO edges Of tfie

hole located opposite’ to the face of the pl.ite from which the flame

cutting was conducted.
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To determine if any characteristic difference existed along

treated surface of the hole from one face to the other of

plate, a section of metal adjacent to the crack was removed

from six specimens, and, a hardness survey was conducted across

that face of the sectioned surface immediately adjacent to the

crack. See Appendix E. The hardness traverse, which espec ial.ly

explored that area near and immediately adjoining the flame cut

surface, indicated that a relatively greater metal hardness etisted

in that rsgion adjacent to that surface fro,m which the hole was

cut as compared to the corresponding local region remved from

the torch, Specimen FD-1 (machine flame cut) was the only excep-

tion, since in this case the hardness was approximately equivalent

across the depth of the plate, Specimens FE-1 (machine flame cut

and ground) and FF-1 (machine flame cut and heat treated) also

possessed this difference in hardness along the treated inside

edge from ona face of the plate to the other, Therefore, it is

aPPa r?nt that the initial crack for the flame cut holes generally

started on, the softer edge of the flame cut surface, - i. e, that

face removed from the flame cutting torch, No visible difference

in roughness could be detected in the surface of the hole adjacent

to, either face of the ,plate.

b~ Reinforced Holes
,.

As can be inferred from the data in Table IV, the fatigue

strength of the four specimens with reinforced openings is very

greatly reduced from that of the parent plate, and compares
,,

unfavorably, to the unreinforced hole with a ground or machined
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surface. Specimen B-3 (Fig. 8) verified the former results2.

It is believed that the difference between the three specimms

of B group is characteristic of the statistical spread to be

expected for specimens in which the fillet geometry significantly

affects fatigue behavior,
,.

The one specimen of C group, different as to the type of

fillet ( full penetration) but similar to,, the B group with respect
,.,.

to the geometry of the reinforcement, tends ‘q verify the fatigue

results of the B“”specimens. However, further, ,,study with this

full penetratiofi fillet for the “collar insert would be of value,

. because this ti,~pe”eliminates the gap, and the ,~ngerous stress-

raiser associated therewith at the underside of ths weld, as always

created by the fillets of the B type speciny?n. , Such critical
,,,; ....,..

notch-like effects tend to cloud a study of the geometrical effects

as formed by this particular reinforcement.
,.

Beoause of” ~he” similar location of the cracks, and the direc-
,,.,.

tim and rapid rate of’ the fatigue f ractyre propagation in the ee

:’,
four speciuens, it is apparent that a severe stress concentration

occurs at the rounded corners of the reinforcement where the local

geometrical character of the ring forms a detrimental, three-

dimensional state of stress. Since the excessive stiffness of the

ring does not permit a deformation sufficient to distribute the

stress over a large region, the study Of special treatmerlts is

required to arrive at that design of reinforcement which does not

off er large local restraining forces.

2
See Reference
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions set forth below mst be considered somewhat tentative

in view of the relatively few numbers of specimens that have been studied.

The investigators have taken into consideration various factors

in the, construction and test of the specimens which it is believed have a

significant effect on the fatigue life; these considerations are reflected

in certain of the conclusions.

Fat i.gue Control Specimens

1. The presence of notches or other forms of stress-raiser ap,pears, for the

high range of stress cycle applied, to be the chief factor in determining

fatigue behavior within a life of 500,000 cycles. It is, interesting that

the character sties of the ll~d:! machine flame cut edge seem not to be

significant in determining the fatigue 1 if e within approximately 500,000

cycles.

Longitud~al Weld? ,,
.,, ,, ,.

2’ In comparison to the control specimens sub jec,ted

@@~ quality longitudinal welds ( comparable with

to high stress “rar”ges,

the AE, DE, EE’ series;

and

had

and

ignoring the’ AA series )“‘at a” nominal stress ~nge of 0-30,000 pei..,..

a greatly “reduced fatigue life, probably not cwer one- third. aa long;

at 0-20,000 psi. had an equivalent or better. cyclic service. This
,, ... .,,. .

conclusion applie e especially t 6 “’””specimens in which, M e flame cut edges

are lightly ground.

3. For stress-ranges of zero to” tension, a decrease of the upper limit

increases fatigue life.

k. In sw cimens with longitudinal welds, all fatigue fractures start in the

weld metal itself and not in the parent material adjacent to the weld.

,
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Starting points are regions of high porosity, deep ripples, poor root

fusion, etc. In some cases, fracture does not start at points of poor

root fmion, as one might expect, (See Fig. 46-54 of reference #2).

For the hign and low stress ranges employed in theee studies, stress-raisers

in the form of surface folds or pin-holes in the weld metal are incipient

points of fatigue failures.

The back-step method of welding, by insuring good fusion when the one

bead joins the on,e previously placed, reduces the possibility of fatigue

fracture at these points. This conclusion ia based on the results obtained

for only one !!continuouslyll welded specimen; the first one constructed.

It has been previously cencluded that the number of weld passes ( one, two

or three each side) has no significant ef feet upon endurance life. Although

the result of the test o.n one “specimen, AA-6, recently tested, see Table II,

is inconsistent with the above conclusion, it is believed many nmre tests

would be necessary to determirie if a relationship betweeri weld passes and

endurance life truly existe.

The increase in width of epec>~.n ‘frorn..ll~~! to 16+!! makes no difference

in the, fatigue behavior of longitudinal welds in “teniion.

In certain ca’ee:.,, small (& to & ) fractures occur within the weld in

such a manner or in a location such that the cracks becbme arrested before

the y e,xtend into the parent” sietal. The rsasori for this is not clear. A

crack which has extended into the original plate

become arrested,
.,

Openings - Reinforced.

For members with discontinuity in cross-section,

ring at edge of hole, it appears that such forms

metal has in no case

i.e. welded reinforcing

of reinforcement need

special treatment to prevent early fatigue f a’iliire.
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the type employed in this study, in which the net cross-

msde equivalent to the main plate, prove to be detrimental

rather than beneficial because of the relatively rigid insert.

The insertion of a !Irigidff reinforcement in a flame cut hole is not as

efficient as grinding or heat treating the inside surface of the hole as

a means of increasing fatigue life,

Openings - Un-reinforced

Early fatigue fracture occurs in the flame cut surface of the hand and

machine f- ame cut holes–-machine flame cutting is slightly better.

The degree of surface roughness of the cut edge, such as

surface of a hole,

failure. (See #15,

Removal (grinding )

and hand flame out

is one significant factor in creating

16, below).

of the irregular flame cut surface in

holes greatly increases the ir fatigue

creates almost equal fatigue life for both cases.

Heat treatment, i.e. flame softening, of a machine flame

but not to that of the parent plate, the hardness of the

the inside

early fatigue

both the rmchine

life--grinding

cut hole reduces,

flame cut surface

and increasea its fatigue life to nearly that of the grmund surface.

For all practical purposes, the fatigue life of the hsat treated machine

flame cut openings and the ground flame cut holes are equivalent.

Rapid propagation of fatigue fractures occurs in the hardened metal surface

of the hole in both the heat treated and untreated states; slower propaga-

tion occurs in ground or bored surfaces,

Flame cutting through 2. steel plate causes a gradient of hardness across

the flame cut surface, with the harder metal adjacent to the face frmm

which the cutting wae dono.
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Gfmeral

20. From the results of the tests on specimens with un-reinforced holes, it

is concluded that for practical purposes the fatigue behavior is independent

of the two steels used (Type A and Project Steel sR-89 ). ~ese steels

were both semi-killed shipbuilding steel of ABS quality, but were rolled

in two separate heats,

21e Prwniture fatigue failure in the end connections of longitudirial weld

spectiens, where ‘tcover plates(i or ~!doublers!! are employed to increase

the thickness of the metal, maybe eliminated by the combination of the

following factors:

See ‘Figure Q

a. The boundary of the cover plate, where the stress flows into

the main plate, approbates one and one-half periods of a

sine wave.

b. The fillet weld beti~e.% the cover plate bdiirdary and the main

plate is ground to a smoo’oii contour to minfidze’ the Stress

raisers present in this region.

‘.:.,

...
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V. RECOMMENDATIONSFOR FUTUIUCSTUDIES

I~smuch as the investigation reported herein has of necessity been of a

limited scope, it seems appropriate to set forth, from a broader point of view,

studies of fatigue behavior of additional types of structures, the results Of

which may not only be of value to the design engineer, but may add to our basic

knowledge of fatigue phenomena.

A. Fatigue Control Specimens

In order to segregate the effects of different residual stress

states caused by various edge preparations f“rom the eff eets” of detri–

mental stress-raisers caused by geometrical factors, it is’ believed

desirable ‘to inves~~gate additional tensile control specimens (Fig. 4;

probably ‘wider than 211) under the several conditions noted below.

1.

2.

:;

3.

l+,

1.

2.

Flame cut by hand

Machine Flame Cut

(a)* as cut.

(b) fle.mecut edges iightiy ground.

(c) flame cut edges heat treated.

(d) fltie ctit edg:s Peened, ::

Sheared edges.

Variation in width for ‘“certain of above. ‘”

Theee specimens may be tested at the following stress ranges:

0-30,000 psi. tension as done in the present study.

From the results of (1) above, certain types MSY b e tested under

stress rangee in which the upper limit is decreased in magnitude

(0-25,000 psi. teneion, 0-20,000 psi. tension, etc.).

Conditions which have been studied in this investigation but which require
further verification.
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3. Likewise, the lower limit rmy te varied while the upper limit is

held at 30,000 psi.

Longitudinal Welded Specimens

A pertinent consideration in studies of fatigue life of a weld-

ment is the nagnitude assumed by the residual stress in the weld 6nce

cyclic loading is applied. Different initial loads will definitely

produce different magnitudes. of stress relief in the welds and

correspondingly affect cyclic performance.

Since a state of tensile reeidual s tress of yield point magni-

tude exists in the l~ngitudinal direction of a’ weld pass, the first

application of external ten,sile force to the member produces a certain

bmbunt of local yielding of the weld metal. and adjacent heat affected

metal. As a result of this plastic flow, the internal stress state

is reduced by the amount ,of applied stress upon th”e total release of

the external lr.,ld. Yet, upon the second cycle of load, the internal

stress once again assumes a value of yield point magnitude. Thus >

for an external load of zero to tensioil, the weld aid associate metal

is stressed fmm a tension to yield point stress’.

This situation where t~e upp&r limit of tllb stress range is

alv’ays at yield point stress is :an .intezesting. one to explore. From

an elementary point of view , it ehpuld be possible to apply to the

specimen lead ranges of cliff erent end points but “which prmiuce e=ctly
,.,

the same stress range in the w,eld ,metal. Fur ax.imple, if” ‘a residual

etress of 50,000 psi. tension is assumed in the weld, an applied

stress range of 0-20,000 psi. tension will create :s ..etress range of

30,000 peie to 50~,000 P?+. tens ion ,in the “weld. However, the same
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stress limits in the weld may result from an applied s tress range of

10,000 psi to 30,000 psi tension. The results of a few euch tests

mSY give more information on the ef feet of weld stress on fatigue life.

It is expected that the stress r? nges proposed below would be

modified by the results of the initial results.

1.

2.

,,, . .

O-Tension

Increase the upper Mnit of the, etress,. range from 10,000 psi

in 5,000 psi steps until a f ioal s tress. range of 0-30,000 pei is

reached.

T,ens ion - ,M@mum

Maintain the upper limit at a maximum value of

eet the lower limit at various magnitudes (5,0,00,,

etc.,). for each of several strese ranges.

30,0C0 psi and

10, OOO psi.,

In addition to studies of longi.tudinsl welds in the as-welded

cond,iti~n, other ,variables may be int:?d:ced, s,uch. as

, .(a) ~,weld, ::r.f? C= shot-peene~ , ,,

(b) specimen giv~n low @rrpeTature stress-relief

(c) main$ain @Syat:d interpass temperatures

~~ (d) weld surface ground smooth

It may be that grinding the weld eurfac,e. producee greater increase

in fatigue life than .is demonstrated. by the studies,, rcpo~ted herein)

sine.s+ certain of the speci~ns tested had abngm+ weld flaws which

likely contributed to, ,+rly f ractur?. Hence it ie considered desirable,.

.to test ,a fe,w additional s,w cimens of ,type 11d’f~ above,..,

C., Backstep l~relding, , .:

In one specimen constructed by, the 1!cent inuous ‘t method of laying

down weld beade, all fractures started in ripples where consecutive
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D.

beads joined one another. It is not clear if such regions are

necessarily places of inkm rent weakness in f a.tigue. Hence it mey be

desirable to test additional 3-pass specimens constructed by each of

the two techniques.

Specimens with OPenings

\l]hen structural members in which openings have been CUt are sub-

jected to cyclic stress, an important consideration involves means of

prevent ing or minimizing early fatigue fractures which are initiated

in the weakened region of the stmctural member. In consideration of

the magnification of stress created by the geometrical form of the

opening, common desi.gm practice has di?tated the use Of One Of several

typee of reinforcement. On t~e. other hand, it is entirely possible

that only an application of a ainple edge preparation to the inside

surface of a flame cut ,opening may be sufficient to produce satisfactory

fatigue ,1.il.?. l’herefo~,e,, the f~tigwe performance of the reinforcements

versus. the edge treated hole WOuld be of. interest.

1, Reinforced , ‘ ., ,,

In order t-c compare the. efficiency O: ys riOue types Of reinforcing

:inserts, it is de”aira.ble that fatigue teats, be carried out at

0-30,000 :p.qi tension, since a ,stress range of this magnitude

explores regions of major geometrical weakness with their various

inherent re.eidual stress a,t+~es, and thus, prOvidea a basia for

further studies.

.(a)

,..

Ring Insert - ,A type. o,f .r:infOrce,ment igentif ied as GrOup C

in this inwatig?tion. .:, In .~,is case. The fillet arOund the

ring’ and on b@h sides @ we spe:irn~n yaa designed to have

full penetration through the plate in order to avoid the
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notch–like effect ,inherSnt

of this report.

in the” fillet weld of Specimens B

Since only one specimen with full penet ra. tion

it may be desirable to test, additional specimens

welds was tested

in order to deter-

mine if the f? tigue life. of this type is relatively short compared

..;
‘:““”to other ‘~ethods of reinforcement. . . ~ ~~~

(b) Doublers - Second.ry platee are’ symz@trically mounted on

both faces of the pl~te m,ith the hole ‘in order to reinforce

the opening. A heavy weld bead is required on the periphery

of the doubler to transmit stress; a light weld on the inside

of the hole is adequate to seal the contact surf a.ccs of the

doublers and the main plate.
,,

(1) Round .’—,

.,

(2) Diamond - llRhombusll, with the major” diagorial coinciding

with the direction of loading or a :,%qu;&tl in ‘vhich

one diagonal is in the dirqction of ‘pull. ” Rounded

points on the ,$liamond ‘form’ an irk cr esting ~ariet ion.

Doublers may be studied in. which the cmter~ heavy weld

has been treated ,.s follow,s: (1) in the as-fielded condition,

(2) ground smooth, (3). shot, peened, (4) ~annealed.
,: . . ‘,

The grinding forms a smooth surface tra iisition from plate

to doubler; the latter two. treatments ti,q@& bhe” residual

stress end thereby provide means for investigating its

importance in fati~,e life, Although it is believed that the
,.,

doubler reinforcement will minimize or ev& prevent fatigue,,.,.
failure at the hole, the rigidity of the ring doubler plus
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the abrupt change of section which introduces a severe

3-dimensional stress state may well create a fatigue fracture

in the region where the periphery of the ring intersects the

axis of pull. A solution to this may b+ the diamond shaped

doubler which is known to possesa an efficient stress trans-

fer diatribution—here the absorption of stress f~m the

parent plate to the doubler is more uniform. Although sn

abrupt change of s fiction exists at the peaks of the doubler,

the local stress-raiser may be sufficiently low to reduce

the tendency for failure at this point. Under such stress

conditions it is exceedingly doubtful as to whether the

initial crack will form at the peaks of the periphery or at

the hole--and certainly so for the diamond in which the peaks

are rounded snd the weld is ground.

2. Un- reinforced

The spread of fatigue life observed for the machined bored

circular openings was too great to be satisfactory. More tests

of this type

It is not

forced flame

are desirable.

believed essential to conduct more tests of unrein-

cut holes since the information at hand will serve

for a comparison with various typea of reinforcements.
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Ex@anation of Symbols used in Table I amd II

\lJH - Width of specimen in inches

P - Number of weld passes each side

AW - Weld surf aces in the as-welded condition

G - Weld surfaces ground smooth and flush with surfaces
of specimen

Restraint I - No clamps, weld passes on alternate sides

Restraint II - Beads placed on alternate sides

Restraint 111 - Clamped to l[hold-down~~ table, see Text, Section III

s - Crack started at surface

I - Crack started inisle metal

v - Crack detected visually

x - First seen in radiograph

T - Appeared when section subjected to tension

F - Front side of specimen, See Text

B - Back side of specimen

u - Upper third of test length

M - Middle third of test length

L - Lower third of test length

El - Beyond test length, top

E2 - Beyond test length, bottom

+$ Symbol employed in Tables I - V to denote specimens tested
since the last progress report.

NOTE: All specimens were subjected to 300,0C0 cycles of stress
unless noted otherwise under !fRermrks!! in Table I.

.
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SUMMARY OF TE.3 T RESULTS
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5UMMARY OF ALL DE TAiLS FOR THE FABRICATION AND fiNtSH OF HOLES
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FATIGUE SPECIMEN

FF– I

TENSILE COUPON * 2

FIGURE 22: PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF SURFACES

ORIENTED AS SHOWN IN FIG.21 . MAGNIFICATION: 200X.

2% NITAL ETCH. THE EDGE OF THE HOLE IS AT THE

LEFT OF THE UPPER PHOTOGRAPHS,
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Figure 23 Specimen AA,- 6
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X-Ray Back Face

Specimen DE-3 40 - L8 in. From Top
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Front Face

Figure 25

x-Ray

Specimen EE-3

Back Face

16 – 24 in. From Top
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.

Front Face

Figure 26

X-Ray Back Face

Specimen EE-3 2.L - 32 in. From Top
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Front Face

Figure 27

x.Ray

Specimen EE-3 .

Back Face

jO – 48 in. Frcm ‘T>p
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Specimen FA.3 Figure 28

Specimen FA-4 Figure 29





Fi~re 31 Specimen FD-1 Back Bottom
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Fatigue Crack 1-V

Specimen AA-6 Figure 35

Bottom

Fatigue Crack 1-X

Specimen DE-3 Figure 36

Front Face
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Top Bottom

Fatigue Crack 3-X

Specimen EE-3 Figure 37

,, . . ... . . . . .

Fatigue Crack 1-V

Specimen EE-3 Figure 38

Front Faoe
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Fatigue Crack 2-V

Spec5 nen EE-3 Figure H

Front Face
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Appendix A
,,

CHARACTERIS TICS OF STEELS
,.

A Steel

Yield Point. . 37,900 psi.

Ultinmte Strength . 59,900 psi.

Elonge tion in 2 inches . 33. 5%

Chemical analysis, deoxidq tion, charpy impact data and other i no orma-

tion concerning this steel may be found ,in a separate report4, ”

Project Steel. SR-89

For 1/2” x 2’1, ( .5o5), test specimen:

Yield Point (lower) = 35,000 psi.

Nominal Tens ile Strength = 65,3oo psi.

Elongation = : 39%

Reduction. of Area =. 61,%

Hardness = 15T78

For 3/bJ! x 1 l/2N x 8!! rectangular test specimen:

Yield Point (lower) = 34,200 psi.

Notinal Tensile Strength ,= 6,4,5C0 psi. ~~

Elongation = 45%

Hardness = 15T79

Charpy impact teets were. perforamd on the Project

Professor M. Genssmer of the Penn State College in the same

.,

SR-89 steel by

nwmcr as he tested

other steels4 for the War Metallurgy Coeunittee, The following results have

been transmitted to the authora by private cournunication.

4See Reference.
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Four sets of spa cbens were tested, these being (1) standard

Charpy-keyhole notched bars, (2) standard C,harpy-V-notched bars, ( 3) 5%

p~strained specimens with standard keyhole notch, end (f+) 10% prestrained

specimens with standard key-hole not ch.

Three specimens were tested e.t each testing temperature, and” the

energy absorption curves dr&wn approximately thrc ugh the average of these values.

Listed below are the estimated temperatures for 5@% and 25% energy

absorption.

Specimen-

Std. Keyhole

Stc~. V-notch

Keyhole-5~ Pres train

Keyhole-10% Pres trsin

An exmina tion

Temp, of 51J%E.A. Temp. of 25% E. AA

“. O°F -lO°F

600F 30°F”

40°F 209 :

!+5°F 25°F

of ,the energy absorption c.urvc”,+ a’s ‘“a function’of

temperature indicate a for the two at eels no outstanding dii’f @r&6e in “their

energy absorption characteristics.

The analysis of this ste+l, whickl” he.s been submitted by the manu-

facturer, is as follpws:

.C - .22; Mn- .55; P - ,015; s’- :.OLO.
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:. ... Append+ B,

CONS’IRUC.TION,.OF SPLCIMINS KLTH,. l{~DJIE~,

,. ,., ,.
Although the proceduie for the mnstructi& of sp6c’i,&ns with weldment

1,2
is giveri in d&2il in previous reports a brief ““resume of the kelding tech-

niques is given here as: a ‘basis for evalua”tiori Of the results skown in Tabl<

2 znd k.

,, :,,,

Review of l:!eldi~rocedure,, :,. —.

3 1,

A Lincoln Arc Welder, ~ype SAE, 300-1+0, NEMA, 300 Amperes capacity, @ec-

trode, E6Q1O? ,pnd direct current with the elect,ro@e positive, were ~ployed ,on, .s11

welded sp~,cimens. ,., 1.

.1 ...’, All long+ tud5@ welds were ,of :y~etrical double-V type with equal ,.

number ,of passes ,?n, each, e+de, The, ‘Icontinuous!r method of laying beads was

employed only in specimens. AA-l and .2, All ot,here were ,~de with the ‘!back-step’~

technique. In genera+, ea+~ pass. Qn a given spe+rnen started at, we same end,

The ,laying of weld beada to : Jo+n ,tile ..edgeqof two.: six, ,inch: mide,, ,plat+s

ne~rly 8 feel loqg causes, .,if t~e, plates... ~r,uqqes}ra+ned,,,, seyere bgwir!g,

clirnbiqg, of .oqe beveled.. edge over. ,the Qther, and sirgilar ~+ torti,ons upd~:i~ahle

in a test speqi~q., , Suoh ,over-riding, Qf beveled ,edg~s resulted, in pgor root

~us~on and slag @elqsions, .in SOrne,.aix,,or. ,seveq specimens ~constructed during the

early, phases of t+e project.. $i~mp~e q.larnping of, the, epd~. Of ~the plates to steel

horses (Rest~iat,:$).. diQ not contpol, the. .@:toFtioo,. Three C-shaped c,lamp$.

bearing on channels sepa,yate~ fqom.,t@ Sp,ec.imeq by @@rS (Res,trairlt 11), P}us

the judicioue placing of weld beads on alternate sides so as to control the
,.

distortion, resulted in flat specimens, However, this welding procedure w,as ‘

discarded as contrarg to industrial practice in which a pass is temple ted on

one side at a tim~.

1,2
See Reference
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Experimentation and study resulted ‘in a technique identified as

Restraint III in which’ ‘the pla~es, “located on roiiers between a rigid plane

table and heavy clamps, were, permitted ,to move only in the ,plane parallel to

their surfaces. Thie technique>, plus extensive ch,ipping of the first pass;

resulted in nearly perfect welds as may, be seen from radiographs and photographs

of sections shown previously, Figs. 23-27 inc, illustrate welds which are

typical of the quality of the welds obtained with this technique,

Review of the GSRD Reports3 on investigations of the effect of various

welding procedures on ra.+iduil ‘stresses in ship welds and discussions with

.:;.
repre Sentatives of the “Bur&au of Ship5 and the Ylar Metallurgy Committee, con-

firmed the conclusion that specimens constructed under Restraint III would have

residual stresses very little , if any, different from those constructed before
.,

Rest rair,t III was employed. From these reports it” was”‘concluded that for

61 x 81 panels ‘Inconsiderable restraint caused practically no change in the
.,

magnitudes” of the stresses . . . . ! i . . . ! considerable variation in welding sequence
,.

did not produce any great” difference in r-esidual welding stresses...,!’

,
Hence, although the three restraints “involved shperf icially different

;.,.,, . .
,,

welding procedures, it is believed ihat the resultant products are sufficiently

identical basically to pe nnii’ ade’quate 6on@ari&on” of fatigue behavior.
,: .,-$

The four specimens ~h rein?orcbd central” openings involved only minor

construction difficulties such as “the fabrication of the coilar insert and its

proper positioning. Care was “exercised to space the consecutive sequence of

each weld bead so that rio c$aters: o’ccurred at the rounded corners of the insert.
,, .,, .,, ,, ,..,,. $

-——
2,3

,,

See Reference “

,!
,..

.,.
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Appendix C

FABRICA’IION OF SPECIb,iNS WITH UN-RiTNFORCJD HOLJS

The dimensions of these specimens are shown in Figure 2.

The equipment used and ,.genera>, fabrication information is.. given in

Table VI, A discussion of pertinent procedures as related to each group of

specimens is given in the following sections .

Fabrication of Hole—.—.

“Groups FA, FB, FC fHand Flame Cut) - At the intersection of the center lines of

the specimens, citcles of the proper diameter (FA - 4 l/811 dia. , FB - 4!! dia. ,

“ FC -3 l/4TJ dia.”) were scribed and ~unch marked to produce a pronounced path

along which the hand flame torch could be directed manually.
,,

Flame cutting” ( starttid from a flame pierced opening throu~h the plate
,,,

at the center of “the hole)” was performed along the longitudinal center line, ,,

to the upper edge ‘of the circle and continuously was carried clockuise arou!]d

the punch marks, to cut ,half of the scribed path, ‘‘ The second cuitihg’ “opeiation~

initiated at the upper po~t, progressed counter-clockwise to complete t&

construction of the hol,e.
,.’.

This rel,ative s equance off ered an &ik errupte”d flame

pass at the sj.des of,, the opening “Wher,e.the greatest stiess corrcentra~ion” occurs

under longitudinally ,applied load ~
,..

we only exception to this, e~tqblished pnocedtiie ‘for the” Iianual flame

cutting was the first specimen (FA-1) where the flame cut was ‘directed along

the transverse c,ent.e~ Line, to the rig~t. .ahd continued” couhter-clocktiise “along

the circle to ,produce three-quarters of the hole--all ifl one” operation. The

remaining quadrant was removed by starting the flame at of the transverse

center line and traveling in a clockwise direction, This procedure resulted

in a slight notch on the inside of the hole (at the transverse center line)
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whera the second flame cutting operation was initiated. However, the surface

was not excessively rough as compared with the ripples or grooves formed by.

the manual operation of the torch.

Groups FD, FE, FF (Machine Flame Cut) - The 4 l/4N diamei?er holes in the

specimens of

machine with
,.

the opening.

the se groups were flame

a magnetic tracer which

A 7/16!1 diarne te r hole,

section of the longitudinal and transverse center lines, facilitated the initial

cut by’ means of a planograph flame cutting

automatically traversed the outline of

drilled through the plate at the inter-

flame cut. The mounted torch was manually directed in the 1 ongitudinal dire ction

to the upper edge of the hole where the machine was placed under automatic control

to ,clockwis e sweep a radius cut of the desired dimension.

The resultant surf ace of these holes WS.S much: more even and regular,,

than those openings cut by hand; the flame cut ripples were small and evenly

spaced with no abrupt or jagged interruptions of the surface. ,,

Group” FM (Bored) - To construct these holes, machine operations were performed
,,,

in which no ‘heat input wss experienced by the specimerie. A series of 1/4’!

diameter holes were drilled very close to each other & a 411 diameter, and the

remaini”np narrow strips of metaT between the 1/4!1 holes were tit with a fine

chisel to remove the greater portion of the’ core constituting the” opening.

With two heavy passes, a vertical boring mill cut away most of the” remaining

metal. The third pass was light and for the last cut tie tool was carefully

ground and an exceptionally light pA.ss ( ,,005’! to .O1O11) wae ta~en to produce

very smooth machine finish.
,.

,., ,, ,.
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Treatment of Surfac&

Edge of Holes

Groups FB, FE (Ground) - In these two groups, the

were initially rough ground to remove the grooves

The final grinding, accomplish? d with a fine grit

inside surface of the holes

created by flame cutting.

wheel, eliminated the faint

scratches of the first roug~ grinding and produced a emooth surface. In both

cases, the hand operated grinders were rotated concentrically with the hole

to prevent the form&ion of scratchss across the depth of the plate on the

inside surf ace and to assure roundness of the opening. BY viaua.1 examination

the resultant surface appeared as smooth as ,ths t of the .nychine bored hole
,.,.

described above.

1/16!!

small

metal

For g~cmp FB, the grinding removal process did not involve over a ‘“

depth of th4 retal. Since the single specimen of the FE series had very ‘‘

f k.me ripples (machine fl&e cut), it nece.esitat ed less, removal of” burned

than those of the FE group. ,

,.

Group FC (Semi-bqred). - The 3 :l/l+T!~~diarr~ber hole (mantilly fl&ne’ cut) of the

only specimen in this series was enlarged to 4 l/l+l! diameter by means of a

vertical boring mill, The fini,sh ing or last cut wii perf or[ced much in the

manner of tnat employed in complet@g the hole in “th”e FM series.

l!, ,,

Group FF (Heat Treated) - The inside surface of the h@e in the two specimens

of this grmup were heat treated to soften the flame cut surface. This result

was

the

the

achieved by producing a cherry red heat of the metal. but yet not destroying

surface geometry of the snmll flame cut ripples (machine flame cut) through

excessive application of heat. A special type of torch, whose tip had many
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perforations to produce a wide flare and whose tip diameter was that required
.,.

for a 3/4?1 thick plate, was mounted On a rad.iOgraph ~chine in such a ~nner

that the flame was directed perpendicfiarly upon” the surface to be sOf tened,

When placed into automatic operation, the radiograph caused the special torch

to sweep evenly the inside surface of the hole.

Initially the flame cut surface of the upper edge of the hole on the

Ionsitudinsl axis was heated to the required “cherry red. Once achieved, the

radiograph was placed into automatic operation; and, its rate of travel wae

such that as the torch moved beyond the local heated zone, the metal immediately

cooled 8uf ficiently to caue e the cherry red color to disappear. The process

was performed once around the hole to create the softening effect. At no

region ,in the two specimens were the characteristic ripples destroyed.

Group FB, FE, FM - Both the grinding and boring processes formed small burrs
,.

of metal at the edges of the holes in the specimens of these groups. TO
,.

eliminate any detrimental effects which might result as a product of serrated

edges, the burrs were carefully removed by means of a burring tool; consider-
.,

able care was employed to hold the tool flat with the surface so as to minimize

tool ~rks.; ,AF an., added precaution, the burred areas v&e 3i&tly honed with a

fine stone tO produce a, Ix&ely discernible radius on the edges of the holes.

In all. qpec@qn.$ which entailed flame :otitting, ‘the specimen plate was

situated in the tiorizontel pcmitfori ‘with ‘the cvtbiig’ flame in the vertical

plane. Proper precaution assured satisfactory perpendicularity of the cutting,,
,.,,,,, ,, .,,; ,, ,.

torch to the surface of the plate,
,.. .,,, ,. ..,’,., .,. . .. ..

All” ‘holes were measured along four axes (transverse, longitudinal, and, at
,.

two piaries”” 45’ degrees to the former” two directions) to ver}fy ,the rpundn$ss, of ,the
,. ,,,

operiing. No &ime& tionb varied beyond approximately ~ or -2%.
,.. ,,, ,. ,,

_—
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Flame Stresses

In a previous rsp ort2 mention was made of the possible residual

stresses which may be created around a flame cut hole in a plate. Additional

int ere sting evidence has been observed in the flame cutting of the holes in

the FF series under ideal f abricatirrg conditions; planograph type of flame

cutting machine which traversed the outline of the opening at an even rate of

torch travsl,

In this case (Specimen FF-2, Fig. 40) the radial ‘Ilines!l, where the

scale has been removed, were more pronounced and also formed a more definite

pattern (outlined by a dotted line in the photograph) than the previously

described specimen. All holes cut in this manner experienced the symmetrical

pattern on both faces of the plate. Along the transverse axis, the lines are

the longest; at the 45 degree planes, the effect is almost negligible; and on

the longitudinal center line, an intermediate magnitude of this effect prevails.

These shear lines, which appeared as the holes were rmchine flame cut,

are believed to be evidence of the existence of comiderable residual stress

in the local region about the hole. The additional heat treatment of the two

specimens in the FF series did not alter or augment this initial pattern

to any observable extent.

..—.—.

2See Reference

—
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“Appendix ‘b”

,,, TEST “PRJGEDUHE“A@ SIT+@S” DEl~I&NATION “ “’
... ...

,.
All specimens were tested and ,the .,at,reeses to whioh they ,were subjected

were determined in the manner described,, i,n ,detail in prpvious reports.

With the exception of the MS group, all specimens were tested in one

of two 400,000 lbs. machines which apply cyclic ranges of. teps,ile- ioadtig

( zero to tension, or tension to tension), The geometric. capacity of these

machines enables the testing of specimens 2 ft. wide by 8 ft. long with

apprOfim. tely 6 {t. between grips. The small control specimens ( four test

pieces, M@ group) were investigated in a much lighter but basically similar

fatigue machine.

By manual control the t emperaturp of the laboratory in which the tests.

were carried out was maintained between 72° and 76°F, except for o~casional

instances when the temperature fen, as low as 68.°F, or at other times reached

.s0% . However, both the two extremes never occurred within a 12 hour period.

It is believed that SUCh gradual fluctuations of temperature had. no effect ~~

upon fatigue life of the specimens. . ,.
,!.

,,

Stress R&hge&
,,

Tne majority df .tiie spicfi~enk werS’ subjected” to a no,~& stress range

of 0-30,000 ,psi. tension; four’ others eiperiencid a stress range of ippiOxi-

mstely 0-20,000 psi; tefision--values of stress i-arig& for” all specimens are
,,:. , ,

given in Tables I to V” ljSwimry of”’ Test Re$ultell . ‘‘ “ “‘ ~‘

Once “the desi+d loe d““upbn’ the test piece had be& attained (usually

with 1700 cycles .6? 16ss ), tfie ‘fatigue machine W’S p~a ced’ ‘ini”o continuous

operation until fracture occu’rrdd Or until” 3dO~OO0 CYCISS.. was .at~ained. ~~~~. . . ,,, .. . .
(unless otherwise noted in Tables I to V).

,. .-
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A visual examination for cracks, anploying a strong light and thin
.,.

oil, was made every 2,000 cycles, or oftener as advisable. Strain readings

end stress computations were made about every 45,000 cycles until a crack

became visible, at which time strain readings were taken immedia&ly. Radi-

ography was done after the specimen was removed from the testing machine.

To determine the load on the large specimens, a 10-inch Whittemore

Strain Gage with a ten-thousandth dial was employed; for the small (MB group)

s~cimens, an 8-inch Berry Strain Gage was used. In all cases, strain

measurements were taken at many judiciously selected points on both faces of

the specimens. Such locations were shown previously
1, 2

The !)average

stress range!l is defined as that stress range determined from. the average of

the strain readings at all gage points for the maximum, or the minimum load,

respectively. In the case of the longitudinally welded specimens the most .

highly stressed gage length was determined and is defined as the IiCritical

Point” .X. Once the fatigue fracture was definitely established, it was possible

to compute the particular stress range (local s.verage) at the gage ,locations

adjacent to the crack.

Sinc,e, the Yield Poiti of the steel in the parent plates is not nwch

above 30, OQO ps i,,, care was exercised in loading the’ lbngitudi.nally welded

: specimens, so that the stress at the Critf”cal Point* was e’s close to the 30,000

psi. stress range as possible but did not exceed tkiis value,

One of the four specimens tes~ed at the “lower stress range was loaded in

a manner discussed in Appendix ~. For “thl ~ther’three ‘Specime.na, it Wa$. then

decided that a more prsctical procedure from the vieWpoint qf design would, be

a loading euch that the Average, Upper Limit would be + 20,000 psi. In the

application of this lcxid It was unnecessary to check the stress performance
,,,.,.

+LSee definitioil, Sec. III
1, 25ee ~ef ~rence

,,
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of a critical gage length as in the former procedure. Instead, the strain

at all gage points was recorded and averaged for a load below that required.

The load was then increased in steps until the Average Upper Limit was as

close to + 20,000 psi. as practical.

The load on the specimens with reinforced holes (B and C groups) was

increased until the stress at the IiCritical Point’! was equal to or very

slightly abwe 30,000 psi, according to the same procedure as followed for

the longitudinal welds.

For specimens with un-reinforced holes the load was so adjusted that

the stress range (applied load divided by net area) at the net cross-sectional

area of the hole, varied only nominally from 0-30,000 psi. The applied load

was determine d from the average of the strain measurements at twenty locations

distant from the hole.

For the rej.nforced holes (B and C), the local a~,erage stress was

evaluated from readings on the face of the plate adjacent to the fracture--four

possible areas could be considered (front and back of either tha top or

bottom end of the specimen). For the un-reinforced holes the local average

stress range was computed from all strain measurements taken on the same side

of the plate as that for which initial failure occurred.



I&roduc,tion

Since it

si.derably harder

*1 .

“‘App&d5k E

H4RDNESS SURVEY

is known that a flame cut edge of mild steel plate is con-

than the body of the plate, the question was raised if consid-

erable variations of hs.rdness at the surfaces of the burned holes existed from
,.. ,,

specimen to specimen, and if so,. could a correl? tion be established with the

spread in the observed cycles-to-fracture for various specimens. The observa-

tions of hardness ,and of metallurgical structure reported herein werx? mde to

determine if a more thorough survey would be desirable. Accordingly specimens

to study were chosen which, from the information at hand, appeared most likely to

show interesting re suits,

Since specimens FM-1 and FM-3 had no heat input, no hardness surveys

wers undertaken for these specimens; instead, microscopic examinations

were made of sections adjs.cent to the hole,

~ation of s-s for Harchess and !licroscopic st~.—..

A prism was milled from the region close to the hole and was later

lightly ground to fina:L di.niensions (2!! x 3/411 x 3/8’1 ) suitable for Rockwell

Superficial !!15TII hardness measurements. These measurements were made on

a surface which had been located as close to the fatigue crack as possible,

see Fig. 21, and which extends, at one end, to the edge of the hole. More

specifically, this surface is bound~d on opposite sides by the front and back

Of the specimen, on one end by the i.nsicie surface of the hole, and on

by a saw cut so es to make the surface approximately two inches long.

11right ~ornerll ~f the prism surface is defined 2.s the inkn3~Cti0n Of

the other

The

the



edge

also

work

were

lying in the flame cut surf aci of the ‘hole. In two cases, prisms were

cut from the top of the hole in order to find if a detectable amount of

hardening had occurred at the transverse section.

Prisms for microscopic examination were obtained in the same manner, but

lo~ated along the circuderence

fracture.

Results of Hardness Measurements:—.

of the hole about 1/21! from the fatigue

Rockwell Super f icial hardness values obtained for several specimens are

given in the following table, The numbers in parenthesis are Brinell values

obtained from a c onver siun table. The plate metal 1 1/2 inches from the flame

“’ cut surface had an average hardness of 15T81.

,,

,

,.

:,



Sample from
Specimen No.
(See Fig, 21)

FAk

FD1

FD3

FEl

FF1

e3 -

Hardness values’” across a section and as close
to the flame cut edge of the hole as is possible.

At I,Left . At !!Right

Corneri’ licenterll Corner’!

15T 88,2
(164)

15T 88.3
(166)

15T 89,0
(172)

15T 87.2
(155)

15T 86.0
(14A)

15T 87.8 15T 87.0
(16o) (153)

15T 89.. CI 15T 89,0
(172) (172)

15z& j 2 15T 85.5
(141)

15T 86.3 15T 8h.9
(1i48) (136)

15T 85.6 15T 85.0

(W.) (137)”

FA2
(II Top of Hole!!) 15~1~~j7 15T 85.0 15T 87,8

(137) (160)

FF1
(HTop of Hole”) L5T ‘8L.L3 15T 85.2 15T 84.3

(136) ‘(139) ~~ , (132)

,.,, ,

,.

,,, ,,
,.

,,
,,. ,

.,
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Measurements on a portion of the f lane cut surface, see Figure 21,;., ,,

after li&htly sandpapering the surface, gave values up to 15190, but” are not

entirely’. s~ttif!actory be’cause the unevenness of the surface (ripples, etc. ) made
,.

the obse~itloni cliff icult. It is clear from the microscopic
.

from other” considerations that the hqrdness of. the’ surfaoe is

than any Qf the values given here.
,,

Two conclusions may be made:

examination and

probably greater

(a) Significant hardening of the me$al at the surface of the hole

results from the flame cutting operation.

(b) The flame softening operation pe~f ormed on specimen” FF-1 has re-

duced the hardness probably more than is s hewn by these measurements and may be

responsible for the greater fatigue life observed. Decarburization has occurred

as seen in Figure 22.

Since residual stresses of the order of yield values may result from

flame cutting operatione5, it was thought desirable to determine the yield and

ultimate

cut hole

hardness

material

strength for material similar to that found at the surface of the flame

in these specimens.

After consideration of the values given in the preceding table, a

of 15T89 wae arbitrarily chosen as representative of the state of the

at the edge of the hole. A modified Jominy b.sr, prepared from a ssmple

of the steel, was employed to estimate the proper quench to attain the above hard-

ness in a test specimen.

Two 0.505 tensile coupons eix inches long between grips and with an

extra cylindrical section l+ inches long were heated to 1600°F in Houghton

liquid bath No. 168, and then quenched in a water bath at the temperature given in

the table below. The long axis of the bar was parallel to the water surface when

5See References.
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plunged into the aater. The cylindrical stub was cut off and prepared for micro-

scopic examination. Hardriess measurement were made on both the’ stub and portiona

of the test length of the 0,505 coupon. ‘Procedures were such that i“t is felt

confident that the measurements taken are indicative of the v: I.ues throughout

the bar, The results

Physical Property

O. 2% yield strength

of the two 0.505 coupons, so prepared, are given below:

Norrrhal’ Tensile Strength

Elongat ?on

Reduction “of Area

Hardness

C,uenches ih wa”ter

%?,pecimen ruptured outside

~~Photonricro!graphs

Coupon #1 Q2?P.Q@

61,200 psi., 54,000 psi.

102,400 psi. 98,300 psi.

11% on 2!! ~c

32% 39% +

15T $9 15T 87,5

100°F 90°F

gage length

of sections from each of the two tensile coupons,

and from each of two” fitigue specimens are shown in Figure 22. No significant

difference .in structure is seen between the coupons and specimen FD-3; likewise

for FA-k, see “next section.

Tensile teets on 3/LJT x 1 1/2” x 8N rectangular bar prepared from a

pie ce of the 3/411 plate etock give the following values:

Yield point (lower) 34,200 psi,
,.

Nomiml Tens!.le Strength 64,5oo psi.

Elongation 45%. ,, .;,,.

Hardness 15T 79

Elsewhere in this report evidence is presented of plasti~c flow in the

plate as e. result of flame cutting the central hole. It appears that the stresses

associated with the flame cut edge may be very lsrge.
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Microscopic Examinations
,,,!’. ,:. : ,.. .

Comments concer~ing the specimens are given below: ,.,.,- .’. -,. , ,,, ,,: ,..

Specimen FA 4:

Specimen FD 3:

Hand Flame Cut Hole - 12~,000 cycles @ -400 to,, ~OY‘(OO psi.
., !;,.. .,, ,,’ ,, ”:, :,’;’ !

Metal is clean, ,Body of metal has structure of ferrite and
.,, ,., ;

pearlil+ with very slight banding. This banding is not detri-
,“

mental. Cut edge is pearlitic due to rapid cooling f’rom above
. .~..

critical tempere ture. No free ferrite at edge. Heat affected””

region approximet ely 3/6L inches thick.

.Machine Flame Cut Hole - 21,500 cycles @ O to 30,300. Metal is

clec.n. Body of mc?tal has same structure as FA f+ with somewhat

Specimen ,FF-1:,,- ...

,,

more banding. It is again unlikely that this degree of banding

is detrimental. Heat affected region is narrower Lhan FA l+, being

approximately 1/32 inch thick. It appears that the cooling re.te at

the edge of the hole was more rapid than ‘in FA 4. Cut edge ib :‘

pearlitic., NO free ferrite at edge of hole,
,. .,, .,.””.

Machine Flame. Cut Hole, torch drawn - 58,000, cy:les ,@ ,250 ~0

29,900 psi. Body of plate is slightly banded structure of ferrite

and pearlifie. Same as FD 3 and nearly sem~ ,?s FA 4, Edge of ..hole
,! ,. .,.,

is slightly decarburized t? depth of less than 0.01. ~nch. See., ,.,

Figure 22, Cortiers qf hole are not decarburized and e~ib>t finq... ,

pearlitic structure. Heat ?.ff ~c~:d ~gion ,gener~lly made up of
,,.4

coarse ferrite and pee.rlite in V!<dmanstatten pattern etiending to
;. ‘,.,~

aPPrO* te depth of 5/32 inch. ,.. ,

The following two ,ob$ervations show that the different es in the two,,

Steels are of small ma.grlit:de and are, inadequate to expia in the spread, in re suits
,.- .,.,
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Specimen FM-3: Machined Hole &2,000 cycles @ -350 to 30,100 psi.

Same steel as previous specimens.

Same structure as previous specimens.

Same elight banding, but no noticeable defects.

Specimen FM-1: Machined Hole 133,000 cycles @ -200 to 30,400 psi.

Same structure as Fhi-3 with less bsnding, No significant differ-

ences from FM-3.
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“‘ Appendix F

THE APPLICATION @“ LOO” TO SPtiIi&N AE-3

Since sPecimen, A&3 was the, first of four specimens to be subjected to

a nominal stress range of 0-20,000 psi tension, a certain amount of specula-

tion was raised as to the manner in which to stress this test, piece. Prior

to this time all specimens had been loaded at a nominal stress range of

0-30,000 psi tension and a definite loading procedure .kd been established.

AS one might ,expect, the rnmqr local irregularities in a specimen created

loc@ stresses of different magnitudes ,~hen load wae applied, and thus all

gage points could not simultaneously be raised to exsctly +30,000 psi. Since

it has been predetermined not to stress any local region of the test plate

beyond +30,000 psi ( explained in Appendix D), that gage point which indicated

the largest strain at an applied stress slightly below operating load was

employed as a control. ‘Then, the mechanism of the

ively adjusted until the strain at the controlling

to a stress of 30,000 psi tension or only slightly

fat igue machine was success-

gage length corresponded

above. ( See Table 1).

Obviously, the applied average stress for the entire specimen would be slightly

below the +30,000 psi,

Initially, it was de tided to employ the above procedure for loading the

specimens to be studied at the lower stress range, wherein the most highly

stressed gage point would be subjected to an upper limit Of ~20,000 Psi. How-

ever, since this was the first time that the fatigue machine was adjusted to

operate at light loads, the desired stress of +20, 000 psi at the critical

point was exceeded by approximately 6,OOO psi for about 3 cycles of leading,

After dome discussion concerning this specimen, it was decided to decrease

the applied load so that the control gage point would experience an upper limit



of +20,c430psi.

the average load

spreads observed

-f2-

For this specimen, the 10csl abnor~lities were such ‘hat

on the specimen was reduced to +17,300 psi; one Of the widest

in the entire program.

It was recognized that, since this over-loading prior to the cyclic test-

ing relieves the severe residual stress state in the weld and since the lowering

of the applied 1 oad reduces the

tieular spechen should offer a

if it had. not been subjected to

limits of the stress range equslQ’, this Par-

more satisfactory length of cyclic service than

the overload. However, it was thOught that

the results obtained from this specimen would be interesting and could serve

as a guide in future phases of the investitiation. Although this specimen was

operated to 3 1/2 times the cycles at which fracture occurred in similar

specimens which were loaded at a stress range of O-30,000 psi tsnsion, it is

now believed that it would have been more valuable if ths spectien could have

been ope,rated until a fracture had developed.

,,,

,,,, .,

,4,. , ,,.

.,

,

;,,
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Appendix G

OF!SERVATIONS CONCERNINGTM ‘CONSTRUCTIONOF

INDIVIDUAL MTILDEDSPECIhFiNS

The following specimene are those constructed

report,

since the last progress

A- Longitudinal Welded Specimens.
—. .

Restraint III was employed.

Specimen AE-3:’ In passes #5 and #6j the electrode was weaved slightly morw than

in the previous weld passes in order to build up the resultant

bead. All the weld passes were of a satisfactory nature.

Specimen AA-6: The welder found it difficult to

of !Iarc-blow!f (especially at the

occurred during pass #1. A more

during pass #2; various relative

control a considcra.ble amount

ends of the specimen) which

pronounced arc-blow occurred

locations of the I!ground clamp!!

were investigated to eliminate this phenomenon with cut complete

success. Pass #3 had considerable arc-blow. After each of these

weld pzeses, the weld metal was very carefully chipped out to

remove any possible flaws in the weld, Very little arc-blow was

experienced in pass #4, F’rom this point on, all the beads were

satisfactory.

Specimen DE-3: No conmrent.

Specimen EE-3: A certain amount of arc-blow prevailed during pass il. Hcwever,

the arc-blow was gree. tly dj.minished on subsequent passes. In

pass #5, the electrode was weaved more than normally to aid in

the build–up of the bead where the groove was deep.

—
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B - Specimen with Reinforced I~Ole

Specimen B-3: The ~st specimen (B-3) in this s cries was fabricated in tie

manner of the specimens of this group, previously described. In

pass #2 some difficulty was encountered in building up the verti-

cal leg of the f ill.et, because of the l/8Tf gap that eh?ted

between the ring and the plate. At no rounded corner of the ring

was tk re a crater which might initiate fatigue cracks.

C - Welding Infounation

The information with

(tested since the last report)

regard to the welding details for

is given in the f ollcwing table.

each specimen

For all speci-
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Specimen

AL-1

AL-2

AIr3

EE-3

DE-3

B-3

Face on
which
made

Back
Back
Front
Front
Back
Front

Back
Back
Front
Front

Front
Back
Back
Fr-ont
Back
Front

Be Ck
Back
Front
Front
Front
Back

Back
Back
Front
Front
Back
F rent

Front
Back
Front
Back

.4me rage

125
190
150
220
210
210

135
200
150
200

11+5
160
220
220
220
220

130
200
150
200
200
200

130
220
1145
210
210
210

150
150
L!+o
140

Voltage

26
28
28
28
28
28

28
2s
28
28

26
26
28
28
28
28

28
28
28
28
28
28

28
28
2%
28
28
28

28
28
28
28

Elect rode
Size

5/32
3/16
;J3:

3/16
3/16

;%

5/32
3/16

5/32
5/32
3/16
3]16
3/16
3/16

5/32
3/16
5/32
3/16
3/16
3/16

5/32
3/16
5/32
3/16
3/16
3/16

5/32
5/%
3/16
3/16
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Appendix H

DESCRIPTION OF FATIGUE FRACTURES
.,

The fatigue fractures .on each of the three types of specimens recently ~:

tested (longitudinal welds, plain openings, and reinforced holes) are briefly

described with” references to diagrams cnd photographs which present pertinent

information.

Lon@&dlnal Weld Specimens. —— _——

The cracks discovered in a “given specimen were assigned consecutive

numb-r%; “the letter following the number indite.tes

llE~pl”&ti& 0 f symbols!!’, Table 1.

In all photographs the lower edge of the

face of the specimen. ““

the method ‘of discovery-–see

fractured aresi is the front

The words !Jtoptl and !Ibottoml! refer respectively to the upper and lower

faces of the transverse fractured area of the specimen as it ‘underwent test in

the fatigue machine.

A photograph CJf ‘the weld surface is shown only for those as–welded

eurfa.ces in which the fatigue track was visiblb at “the surfs C6, The photograph

is also oriented so” that its top is toward the top of the specimen.

The radiographs of the &lds a“re typical of ‘the quality” of the welds.

Specimens with Openings.—

Where nec:pe?yy,

However, the major portion

salient points are brought

various specimens.

brief comment is made

of the infornntion is
,.

concerning these fractures.

given in Figures 35-39 incl.;

out either in the photographs or drawings of the

,,,

The lower edge of all the photographs is the bottom end of the specima;

whether it is the front or back face is indicated on each photograph.
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Specimen AA–6:

Location of Crack, Figure 5

Crack

,,, .

Specimen DE-3:

I-V, 583,000 cycles, back face, middle third of the test length.

The fracture, which started at a small pin hole in a crmter,

propagated slowly since at the end of the test (665, 700 cycles)

the crack extended only across the weld surface and l/8tJ into

the parent plate on one side of the weld. The fracture (Fig. 35)

definitely shows incipient failure at the surface with propagation

from the pin hole in the weld metal.

During the fatigue test no evidence of fracture developed which

could be visually detected. However, Radiographs of the test

length showed slight evident e of one small fracture.

Location of Crack, Fig. 6.

Crack I–X, The sectioning of the weld corroborated the existence of

the small fracture on the back face, lower third of the test

length. A small pit hole in a crater initiated fracture. At

the end of “the test (843,690 cycles) this fracture (Fig. 36) was
,..

very small. From the very dark oil stsined appearance of the
.’

crack, a definite possibility existed that this fracture was
,,.

arrested during the test. Had the crack occurred slightly

before the test termination, the fr?.cture surface would be ,. ;,~.,,.

light colored in appearance, ~

Lot”.ation of Cracks, Fig. 7,

Crack I-V, 151,000 cycles, front face, ,middle third of test ,length.

The crack appeared adjacent to the edge of a

ripple in the weld metal ... At 193,000 cycles

crater at a ,small

tne propagation of



.

Crack

Crack

the fracture
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extended to the back face; and, it became 3 inches

long by the and of the test (215,000 cycles) . The fracture

(Fig. 38) reveals that its incipient stage occurred on the front

face of the weld.

2-V, 180,000 cycles, lower third of the test length of the front

face, A small ripple at the end of a crater created the danger

point for fracture.

At 201,000 cycles the crack was 111 wide on the f rent face; and

by the end of the test, it had reached the rear face of the

specimen. Tne f ractmre (Fig. 39) indicates initial failure at

the front face.

3-X, Middle third of the teet length. ~Radiographs of the weld

indicated a fracture which was verified by the sectioning of the

weld’(Fig, 37). Poor root fusion initiated the fracture which

then propagated outward toward the two faces, Although this

fracture was not detected during the fatigue test, it started

after crack No. I-V since it is a smaller crack.

—
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Group FA

Specimm FA-3, Fig. 28; Locatioh of Cracks, Fig. 9.

Specimen FA-L, Fig. 29; Location of Cracks, Fig. 10.

In both of these specimens, the inside surface geometries of the holes

were similar to each other and equivalent to those previously reported

(FA-1” and 2). A jagged ripple on the left side of specimen (FA-3) initiated

failure on that particular region of the hole. However, it could not have

been an excessively severe condition for the crack on the opposite side of

the hole appeared at approximately the same number of cycles.

Both specimens evidence rapid propagation of fracture across the inside

flame cut surface of the hole after the cracks had started at one of the

holes! edges.

Group FB

Specimen FB-3, Location of Cracks; Fig. 11

Specimen FB-4, “Fig. 30,’ Location OT Cracks, Fig. 12

‘A photograph of” only one specimen (FB-/+) is presented to indicate the

typical clia.ratter of the test eurfa.ces in each of these, two specimens. Two

test’ pieces (FB-1’” and 2) tested pre-riously had similar ,surfaces.

These s+ cixene experience somewhdt slower propagation of the fatigue

cracks, as compared to the FA group, across the depth of the holes once they

had formed on the edges of the openings.

Specimen FD-1, Fig. 31;

Specimen FD-2, Fig. 32;

Specimen FD-3,

Group FD

Location of Cracks,

1! !1 II

1! It 1!

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15a,

—
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The two photographs indicate the general character of the flame cut
.,,

surfaces as produced by machine flame cutting. The flame ripples were

sn@l land regular in form as compared to the product of the manually flame

cut,, openings, (Group FA).

Once initiated, the fatigue cracks spread rapidly across the flame cut

surface—approximately equal to the propagation experienced in the FA group.

Group FE

Specimen FE-1. Location of Cracks, Fig. 15b.

No photographs of either the inside flame cut surface of the holes or
.

of the fati~le cracks are shown, since these characteristic features were

similar to those possessed by the FB series.
.,

In this case, the crack propagation across the ground surface of the

hole was slow. .,

Specimen FF-1. Location of ..Crqcks, Fig, 16

Specimen FF-2, Fig. 33; ‘! ‘f ‘1 Fig. 17

The one “photograph (FF–2) is typical. of the inside surface geometry of

the holes for both specimens, since their flame cut boundaries were identical

in physical character. When compared to the FD, group of specimens, their

s tiilarit y is p renounced.

Travel of the fatigue fracture in these two specimens was moderately

rapid and was approxime tely equal “to the rate of propagation undergone by

the FB and FC group of specimens.

Grouu F.i ..,, ,,.—.

Specimen FM-1, Fig. 34, Location of :Crac,k, Fig: ,1,+. ,,

Specimen FM-2, ,! !! Fig. .18b.,,,.,,. , ,, ,,, ,
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Spe@nen FM-3, Location of Crack, Fig. 19.
1!

Specimen FM-&, II !! Fig. 20.

The one photograph (FM-1) is indicative of all four’ specimens ae to the

type of surface finish and to the form assumed by the fatigue cracks. In

this group, all the fatigue cracks propagated slowly across the surface of

the hole--a characteristic. similar to that found for Specimen FE-1.

lMany of these specimens with un-reinforced openings presented an inter-

esting aspect se to the form or shape assumed by the fatigue fracture in its

propagation across the inside surface of the holes. In a few of the test

pieces, in wk,ich the inside surface boundary remained as flame cut, the

crack generally pursued the path created by the bottom of a ripple. However,

at certain points in its travel, the fracture propagated in a path perpen-

dicular to t~le pre~iously formed portion of the crack end subsequently

progressed to the adjoining ripple where it would oontinue to spread in

the normsl fashicn along the ripple itself. A portion of the specimens

with bored or ground holes also produced a. similar phenomenon. This is

“ both interesting and odd; for ~he common conception and experience presupposes

the “formation”’and “spread’ of these fractures to occur at right angles to the

applied stress.

peculiar” path of

Yet,’ t~k photograph presented herein definitely reveal this

fracture at local regions.

,., .
Group B

Specimen B-3, Location of Cracks, Fig. 8

NO photographs or radiographs were ta!!en of this specimen sine e records

of the two specimens formerly tested did not reveal any important inf ormati on.

Therefore, it was felt that the information to be obtained did not warrant

the expenditure of “time and money,
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All fractures were similar to those which appeared in specimens E-1

and 2 with the same rapid propagation of cracks once they had formed.

—


